Orientation of the tyrosyl D, pheophytin anion, and semiquinone Q(A)(*)(-) radicals in photosystem II determined by high-field electron paramagnetic resonance.
The radical forms of two cofactors and an amino acid in the photosystem II (PS II) reaction center were studied by using high-field EPR both in frozen solution and in oriented multilayers. Their orientation with respect to the membrane was determined by using one-dimensionally oriented samples. The ring plane of the stable tyrosyl radical, Y(D)(*), makes an angle of 64 degrees +/- 5 degrees with the membrane plane, and the C-O direction is tilted by 72 degrees +/- 5 degrees in the plane of the radical compared to the membrane plane. The semiquinone, Q(A)(*)(-), generated by chemical reduction in samples lacking the non-heme iron, has its ring plane at an angle of 72 degrees +/- 5 degrees to the membrane plane, and the O-O axis is tilted by 21 degrees +/- 5 degrees in the plane of the quinone compared to the membrane plane. This orientation is similar to that of Q(A)(*)(-) in purple bacteria reaction centers except for the tilt angle which is slightly bigger. The pheophytin anion was generated by photoaccumulation under reducing conditions. Its ring plane is almost perpendicular to the membrane with an angle of 70 degrees +/- 5 degrees with respect to the membrane plane. This is very similar to the orientation of the pheophytin in purple bacteria reaction centers. The position of the g tensor with respect to the molecule is tentatively assigned for the anion radical on the basis of this comparison. In this work, the treatment of orientation data from EPR spectroscopy applied to one-dimensionally oriented multilayers is examined in detail, and improvements over previous approaches are given.